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MEMORANDUM FOR MANDELA COUNTY, Mandelacounty!!

Subject: Presence of extraterrestrial beings. Specific home

investigated relating to subject.

Mayor Spencer has addressed this issue once before, although this

time it seems the situation has become much worse.

The Mandela County Police Department has been receiving calls about

a specific home located in Mandelacounty!!, Mandela County. Calls have
contained similar information such as:

● Loud television static

● Distorted and disturbing laughter

● Screaming

● a man running from the home

● Someone standing on the steps of the home

● Gunshots

There were two specific calls that caused interest within the

Mandela Police Dept. and the Central Intelligence Agency.

The script of the first call is listed on Pg.2 with the name of the operator

replaced for privacy.

The caller has agreed to have their name uncensored as long as our

department does not speak or mention the situation.

TIME: 3:33AM

JAN 22 1995

WALTER HUES AND KatelynnMarshall



WH: Hello?

Operator: 911, what’s your emergency?

WH: I think there’s someone outside of my neighbor’s house, but it’s.. It’s

not my neighbor.

Operator: Okay, can you tell me your name?

WH: Walter. Walter Hues.

Operator: Okay. Can you describe how that person looks to me? And where

they are?

WH: Well, they’re standing on the steps of the porch. And.. Oh, it’s so dark,

hold on..

[Sounds of light shuffling and footsteps]

WH: What the..?

Operator: What are you seeing, Walter?

WH: It’s.. It’s my neighbor?

Operator: What?

WH: No, he looks different. [Afraid] That’s not him.

Operator: What does he look like?

WH: He’s wearing a black waistcoat over a gray shirt. Black pants. I’ve

never seen him wear that! I know my neighbor!

Operator: What’s your neighbor’s name?

WH: Uhm.. Cesar. Cesar Mateo Torres, I think.

Operator: Sir-

[Snow crunching, silence, footsteps on pavement]

Operator: Sir, that man you're seeing has been missing for two weeks.

WH: What? But I saw him outside just last week! In that exact same outfit..

Operator: Walter, I’m going to send an officer your way. Stay away from him,

okay? What’s your address?

WH: [REDACTED]

WH: Oh good god.. There’s something wrong with him..
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Operator: What is it?

WH: His arm! [Terrified] It’s black, and swollen, crawling up his entire

arm-- Like a glove! But.. He only has four fingers.. Those aren’t fingers.

They look like claws!

Operator: Stay away from him. Do not get close to him. I n-

WH: HE LOOKED AT ME! HE’S SMILING AT ME!

Operator: Go inside your home right now, and lock your doors and windows.

[Somewhat audible giggling, fast footsteps and a door slamming]

Operator: Are you in your home?

WH: HE’S OUTSIDE MY WINDOW!

[Noises of what seem to be scratching of glass]

WH: GOD HELP ME! THAT’S NOT HIM!

[Sounds of distorted and disturbing laughter, footsteps going up stairs]

?: Hiiiii, Waaalterr! Let me iiiinn… I have a gift for you!

Operator: [To unknown] It’s another one.

WH: SEND SOMEONE! HE’S TRYING TO GET IN! HALF HIS FACE.. IT’S MELTING!

MELTING OFF!

[Operator goes silent. For about ten to eleven minutes there are sounds of

laughter, scratching of glass, and taunting from a disturbing voice. This

is presumed to be the alternate of Cesar Mateo Torres by Lt. Thatcher

Davis.]

[Silence]

WH: He’s.. He’s finally gone. Oh thank god..

Operator: We’re going to send someone your way to investigate. Watch

outside for flashing blue lights, but if you hear what you saw again, watch

out, okay?

WH: Okay..

[ End of call ]

Shortly after this event, Lt. Thatcher Davis was dispatched to the

scene to investigate.

What he discovered will be listed by himself on the next page.
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Case File: #00259

Lt. Davis recount

Officer Ann and officer Ethan entered the home with me in the lead.

As we stepped inside, I immediately noted the scratched glass,

prevalent with four long cuts, one notably lower than the other.

Looked like it’d be a hand shape.

I signaled to my partners that it was alright to look around, and

they both nodded and took out their guns, going ahead. I stayed

behind to investigate the area.

Here’s a list of what was discovered:

● Scratched glass + Strange handprints

○ Very abnormal. Only three fingers and a thumb were shown

instead of the usual five, and it was a bit wider than the

average human hand: 3.5 inches is the average while the

prints and marks measured around 4.2 inches.

○ Handprints could not be identified to any specific

person.

● Black liquid on window

○ The liquid was tested in one of our drug labs, and it seems

to be incredibly acidic, and an unidentifiable substance.

It looked as if it had partially eaten through the window,

where it was smudged.

■ When Officer Ann attempted to put it in an evidence

bag, she got it on her hand and immediately began

screaming. She’s fine now, though.

○ It smelled like rotting flesh.

● Front door

○ It had scratch marks on it, deep. All the way to the other

side. It looked like a wild animal had done it.

● Walter Hues

○ Walter was discovered huddled upstairs in his home,

terrified. When he saw officer Ethan open the door to the

room he was in, he backed away.

I’m not completely sure what we’re dealing with here, but it’s

most likely not a human being, according to Walter’s

description of the guy. I’ll list it on the next page.
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Description of perpetrator [By said victim]

“He wore a black waistcoat over a gray long sleeve shirt with

the sleeves rolled up to his elbows.”

“..He also had a black bowtie on, but half of it was torn off.”

“His skin was incredibly pale, and his teeth were like a

shark’s.”

“His eyes were glowing a pinkish-red, like amaranth… And then,

his arm.”

“It looked like a costume part, longer than his left arm. It had

four fingers [ including the thumb ], a bit thick, sharpened down

into keen claws. His right arm, though, was completely normal..”

I had one of our criminal sketch artists do a sketch of the

perpetrator based on the description. I’ll put it in the

document.

Walter gave a slightly more

detailed description to the

artist, as she said it was

mandatory. This is what we

have according to what he

said.

The artist wrote the name of

the perpetrator down on the

sketch.

Walter dislikes looking at it.

Other information:

● Officer Ann was hospitalized after her experience with the

acid. It proved to be deadly, and ate up most of the skin on

her hand. We did our best to provide for her.

● We actually did manage to get the sludge into an acid proof

container, though even so it burned through a little bit of

the bottom.

End of Lt. Davis Recount
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Call #2

As said in the very first document page, there were two

calls that had caused the beginning interest in this case.

The second call will be listed here. The operator will have

their name unlisted for privacy. The caller has agreed to

have their name uncensored.

TIME: 3:33AM

JAN 22 1995

MARK HEATHCLIFF AND KatelynnMarshall

Operator: 911, what’s your emergency?

MH: Uhm..

Operator: Sir? Are you there? What’s your name?

MH: Mark. Mark Heathcliff. So, I don’t know if it’s much of an emergency

now, but..

[Silence for a moment]

MH: I went into my friend’s house. Uh, [REDACTED]. He’d called me to come

turn on his cameras because he was busy, but when I went in he tried to

attack me. And he was unnaturally flexible.

Operator: Is the situation already over?

MH: Yeah, but I’m still a bit worried.

Operator: Was he a gymnast or anything…?

MH: What I meant was, he could break his bones to move in weird ways. There

were loud bone snaps, too.

Operator: …Well, what did he attack you with?

MH: Just this.. Weird arm. Wasn’t normal. Four fingers, strangely long, and

the fingers were kind of like claws. Talons, even. I shot him, too, in the

abdomen, and all he did was stumble.

Operator: What’s your friend’s name?

MH: Cesar M. Torres. We live right next to each other.

Operator: Mark, your friend has been missing for a week. That most likely

was not him. I’ll send a patrol car your way to investigate, okay?
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MH: Okay.

Operator: Is there anything else you need to tell me?

MH: Uhhh. I dunno. His face was melting off, I guess.

Operator: ..Alright?

[ End of call ]

The alternate problem within Mandela County is becoming a

bigger and bigger issue. It may need to be addressed by

SpencerCallaghan. We will be sending agents along with two
offifcers from the Mandela County Police Dept. to

investigate the Torres household.

Listed Agents:

● Elizabeth Parra

● Elias White

Agent Parra has very specific instructions given to her on her

personal page. Agent White will be assisting her in such duties, but

only with minimal execution. Parra is our most important resource

at the current time.

Listed Officers:

● Ann Boulia

● Ethan Narcissus

● Lt. Thatcher Davis

These officers are experienced with Alternate cases, and have

assisted Lt. Thatcher Davis in previous experiences. Davis will be

leading their expedition.

Case file end.
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